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Management Summary 
On 23 October 2019, an archeological survey was completed in order to evaluate potential impacts 
to archeological resources associated with the proposed construction of Atmos Energy Corporation’s 
(Atmos) proposed D9 natural gas pipeline replacement in Dallas and Denton Counties, Texas. 
Approximately 5.5 miles of the replacement line is expected to be installed through open-cut trenching 
with approximately 1.5 miles installed through directional boring; this method will be utilized at all 
waterways and roadway crossings. Brett Lang (Project Archeologist) of Cox|McLain Environmental 
Consulting, Inc. (CMEC) carried out the survey for Atmos under Texas Antiquities Permit 9124; Melissa 
M. Green served as Principal Investigator. Required archeological investigations were conducted per 
Texas Antiquities Code standards, since the project area is partially located on public lands and no 
previous survey had been conducted. 
The approximately 7.0-mile long, 50-foot wide project area, totally 41.53 acres (16.8 hectares), was 
subject to an intensive survey augmented with shovel test excavations. Shovel tests were excavated 
where ground visibility was lower than 30 percent, ground disturbance was minimal, or landforms with 
higher potential for prehistoric or historic archeology were observed. The project area is located in an 
urban setting of residential or commercial developments, with scattered cleared and open areas 
extending from just north of Interstate Highway 635 in Dallas County to approximately 7.0 miles (11.3 
kilometers) north and terminating just south of the Old Denton Road and Frankfort Road intersection in 
Denton County. The replacement gas line crosses Farmers Branch, Rawhide Creek, Cooks Branch, Hutton 
Branch, and Furneaux Creek, as well as several unnamed tributaries. A total of 17 shovel tests were 
excavated within the proposed project area, with no cultural material observed on the surface or 
subsurface. CMEC recommends that no further investigation is required, and that the proposed project 
should be allowed to continue as planned. 
No new archeological sites were identified, and no artifacts were collected during this survey; therefore, 
only project records will need to be curated, per TAC 26.16 and 26.17. Project records will be 
permanently housed at the Center for Archaeological Studies (CAS) at Texas State University. If any 
unanticipated cultural materials or deposits are found at any stage of clearing, preparation, or 
construction, the work should cease in that area and Texas Historical Commission (THC) personnel should 
be notified immediately. During evaluation of the finds and coordination with the THC, clearing, 
preparation, and/or construction could continue in any other areas along the corridor where no such 
deposits or materials are observed. 
The Texas Historical Commission concurred with the findings and recommendations presented in this 
report on 5 December 2019. 
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Overview of the Project 
Atmos Energy Corporation (Atmos) proposes the construction of a 20-inch (50.8-centimeter) natural gas 
pipeline replacement in a 50-foot-wide (15.2-meter-wide) corridor extending from just north of 
Interstate Highway 635 (IH 635) in Dallas County to a point approximately 7.0 miles (11.3 kilometers) 
north, terminating just south of the intersection of Old Denton Road and Frankfort Road in Denton County. 
Most of the project, including approximately 5.5 miles or 8.9 kilometers and 15 segments of utility line, 
is expected to be installed through open-cut trenching in an existing easement; the existing pipe will be 
retired and abandoned in place. Approximately 1.5 miles of this project will be installed through 
directional boring; this method will be utilized at all waterways and roadway crossings. Based on 
desktop review, it was determined that only 17.78 acres of the project area (7.2 hectares or 9 open-
cut segments) would require intensive survey, however, the archeological area of potential effects (APE) 
is the entire 41.53 acres (16.8 hectares) footprint of the proposed project since the remainder of the 
line was subjected to pedestrian survey.  
The APE is primarily located between the President George Bush Turnpike and United States Highway 
(US) 77 in Dallas and Denton County (Figure 1). The northern limit of the project area is located near 
the intersection of West Frankford Road and Old Denton Road in Denton County. The southern limit of 
the project area is located near the intersection of the IH 635 Service Road and Nicholson Road in 
Dallas County. The APE and its surrounding areas are mainly characterized by residential 
neighborhoods, industrial development, roadways, and maintained pipeline easements. The proposed 
project crosses several tributaries of the Elm Fork Trinity River and there are numerous residential homes 
and industrial areas adjacent to the project area. 
Brett Lang (Project Archeologist) of CMEC performed the fieldwork on 23 October 2019, and Melissa 
M. Green served as Principal Investigator. Weather was generally clear and temperate during this 
fieldwork, and no major logistical or access issues were encountered. In total, 17 shovel tests were 
excavated in selected open-cut sections of the project area. 
Regulatory Context 
The project is privately owned and is situated within an existing utility easement/corridor but will cross 
properties owned by the cities of Dallas and Carrollton, rendering the investigation subject to the 
Antiquities Code of Texas. Texas Antiquities Permit 9124 was assigned to this project. In addition, the 
project is subject to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, due to the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Section 404 permitting process. 
Structure of the Report  
Following this introduction, Chapter Two presents environmental parameters for the project area; 
Chapter Three presents a brief cultural context, including a summary of previous archeological research 
in and near the APE; Chapter Four discusses research goals, relevant methods, and the regulatory 
considerations underlying them; Chapter Five presents the results of the survey; Chapter Six summarizes 
the findings and provides recommendations; and Chapter Seven lists references.









2.0 Environmental Context  
Topography and Drainage 
The 41.53-acre (16.8-hectare) APE is situated at elevations ranging from 425 to 524 feet (129.5 to 159.7 
meters) above mean sea level. The APE is located within the Northern Blackland Prairies subregion of the 
Texas Blackland Prairies ecoregion of Texas, which is characterized by rolling to nearly level plains that 
are underlain by Cretaceous-age interbedded chalks, marls, limestones, and shales (Griffith et. al. 2004). 
Historic vegetation for the area consisted of little bluestem, big bluestem, yellow Indiangrass, tall dropseed, 
eastern gamagrass, and switchgrass, but much of the area since been converted to cropland, non-native 
pasture, and urban areas (Omernik and Griffith 2013). The APE broadly follows the course of the Elm Fork 
of the Trinity River and crosses both named (Farmers Branch, Rawhide Creek, Cooks Branch, Hutton Branch, 
and Furneaux Creek) and unnamed tributaries. 
Geology and Soils 
Geologically, the APE is primarily underlain by Late Cretaceous-age Eagle Ford Formation and Holocene-
age Alluvium and Fluviatile terrace deposits (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 2019a). According to Natural 
Resources Conservation Service data, the soils mapped in the project APE include three distinctive soil 
associations: Houston Black-Heiden-Altoga at the northern end, Trinity-Kaufman soils through the large 
middle portion of the APE, and Silstid-Silawa-Bastsil soils at the southern end (Soil Survey Staff 2019). 
Detailed descriptions of the major soils in these soil associations are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Soils Mapped Within the APE 
Soil Name Drainage Landform 
Typical depth of top of 
B-Horizon (cm) 
Altoga Well drained Stream terraces 18 cm 
Bastsil Well drained Stream terraces 41 cm 
Heiden Well drained Slopes 46 cm 
Houston Black Well drained Slopes and Uplands 20 cm 
Kaufman Moderately well drained Floodplains 48 cm 
Silawa Well drained Terraces 33 cm 
Silstid Well drained Uplands 94 cm 
Trinity Moderately well drained Floodplains 41 cm 









3.0 Cultural Context  
Archeological Chronology 
The APE lies within the eastern part of the North Central Texas archeological region (Perttula 2004a). The 
standard cultural chronology for the region has changed little in the last two decades; thus, the periods 
and date ranges established by Peter and McGregor (1988), Prikryl (1990), and Yates and Ferring (1986) 
still apply (Table 2). The general prehistoric framework for North Central Texas is similar to that used in 
other areas of Texas, and indeed throughout much of North America, with the first unequivocal human 
occupations occurring approximately 11,500 radiocarbon years before present (BP), or approximately 
13,000 calendar years ago, and most of the prehistoric record is contained within a long Archaic period 
lasting nearly 8,000 years.   
Table 2: Archeological Chronology for North Central Texas* 
  
Period Years Before Present (BP)** 
  






9,000 – 1,300 
9,000 – 6,000 
6,000 – 4,000 
4,000 – 1,300 
  
Late Prehistoric 
Late Prehistoric I 
Late Prehistoric II 
1,300 – 400 
1,300 – 700 
700 – 400 
  
Protohistoric 400 – 200 
 
Historic 200 – 50 
  
 
*   After Peter and McGregor (1988), Prikryl (1990), and Yates and Ferring (1986). 
**  Based on uncalibrated radiocarbon dates, which are typical in Texas archeology 
(see Perttula 2004a:14, Note 1). 
 
PALEOINDIAN PERIOD 
The Paleoindian occupation is the least known period in the prehistory of North Central Texas, due primarily 
to three factors: the light population density of Paleoindian peoples, the great age of the occupation (up 
to 13,000 calendar years), and taphonomic factors such as severe erosion and deep sedimentation, 
depending on location (Ferring 1989, 2001; Holliday 2004). Although initially seen as narrowly 
specialized big-game hunters, Paleoindian groups such as Clovis are being reevaluated in light of recent 
discoveries such as the Aubrey site north of Dallas-Fort Worth. At Aubrey, investigators found evidence of 
a more balanced, flexible subsistence strategy, with remains of big game such as bison and mammoth but 
also fish, birds, and other small game (Ferring 2001). Generally, Paleoindian people are thought to have 
been more mobile than subsequent populations, utilizing lithic and other resources from broad geographic 
areas. 





Usually divided into three more or less equal parts, the Archaic Period encompasses the bulk of North 
Ccentral Texas prehistory. The Archaic record is clouded by mixed deposits (Hofman et al. 1989; Prikryl 
1990) and possible large-scale erosion in the middle of the period (as has been documented further to the 
west by Blum and colleagues [1992]). Still, the available data show that Archaic peoples were more likely 
than their predecessors to make projectile points and other stone tools out of local raw materials, potentially 
indicating more spatially restricted territories and/or subsistence areas, perhaps reflecting seasonal rounds 
through a specific series of resource-gathering zones (Ferring and Yates 1997; Peter and McGregor 1988). 
Generally, population is thought to have increased throughout the Archaic Period, perhaps in response to 
stabilizing climatic conditions. 
LATE PREHISTORIC PERIOD 
The Late Prehistoric Period is defined technologically, as the beginning of the period is typically marked 
by the appearance of arrow points and ceramics. Aside from the addition of these extremely important 
technologies, the overall trajectory of subsistence lifeways in the Late Prehistoric is usually thought to 
represent a continuation of trends seen in the later part of the Archaic, with even more dramatic focus on 
very local resources and broad-spectrum foraging (Ferring and Yates 1997). In the latter part of the 
period (Late Prehistoric II), the picture shifts, with ceramic and lithic evidence indicating links to Plains 
populations to the north and west (Prikryl 1990). 
PROTOHISTORIC AND HISTORIC PERIODS 
The beginning of the Protohistoric Period is marked by the first appearance of Europeans in Texas: the 
Spanish explorers, priests, and speculators who began moving into the state from colonies to the south and 
west in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries CE. Although technically historic (i.e., characterized by the 
use of writing), this earlier phase is often separated from the more formally designated Historic Period due 
to the relative infrequency of direct Spanish incursions into North Central Texas, in contrast to the high-
profile, early Spanish occupations in South and South Central Texas (Campbell 2003). Even without the 
missions, military outposts, and other facilities characteristic of the Spanish presence to the south, the effects 
of trade, disease, and other factors on native populations were still dramatic, and indigenous groups of 
the Protohistoric Period are little known apart from sporadic finds of European trade goods at native sites 
(Stephenson 1970). The last two centuries are considered the Historic Period. In brief, the landscape and 
material culture of North Central Texas during this time are characterized by the overwhelming dominance 
of European-derived populations and the expansion of railroads, the discovery and exploitation of 
petroleum resources, the supplanting of small tenant farming by mechanized agriculture and urban sprawl, 
and various waves of commercial and industrial development, the most recent example being the rise of 
the service and information economy (Campbell 2003).  
For further general background information, particularly regarding prehistoric periods, the reader is 
referred to the major reports mentioned above, as well as Perttula’s statewide synthesis, The Prehistory of 
Texas (Perttula 2004b). Although the latter does not include a chapter devoted specifically to North Central 
Texas archaeology, the introductory chapter includes an invaluable side-by-side comparison of cultural 
chronologies from all of the archeological regions in Texas (Perttula 2004a: Table 1.1). For later periods, 
the reader is referred to Randolph B. Campbell’s Gone to Texas: A History of the Lone Star State (2003), 
now considered the standard comprehensive overview of historical events, demographic changes, social 
movements, industrial developments, and other aspects of Texas history.  




Previously Identified Cultural Resources 
A search of the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas (Atlas) maintained by the THC and the Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory was conducted to identify archeological sites, historical markers (Recorded Texas 
Historic Landmarks), properties or districts listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), State 
Antiquities Landmarks (SALs), cemeteries, or other cultural resources that may have been previously 
recorded in or near the APE, as well as previous surveys undertaken in the area. A larger 1-mile (1.6-
kilometer) radius project area around the APE was also examined. 
Based on the geology and soils in the APE, the potential for deeply buried prehistoric deposits is considered 
moderate to high especially within the Holocene-age sediments through much of the middle of the APE, 
despite the existing previous disturbances in the corridor. Some potential does remain for both prehistoric- 
and historic-age deposits within range of conventional shovel testing from the surface to the top of the clay 
layer in other areas. Surficial archeological deposits could occur in the APE, though these deposits would 
not likely be significant.  
The project area for both archeological resources and historic resources is defined as the footprint of the 
proposed pipeline within the existing 50-foot-wide (15.2-meter-wide) right-of-way corridor. According to 
Atlas data, 21 cultural resources surveys (nine linear and twelve areal) have been conducted in and near 
the project corridor; six of the surveys cross the current project (Figures 2 and 3). In addition, fourteen 
known archeological sites, one historical cemetery, and three historical markers have been recorded within 
the proposed project area and within the 1-mile project area surrounding the project area. These resources 
are summarized in Table 3 below. 
 











Prehistoric surface camp consisting of arrowheads, 
bird points, scrapers, mano, used paint, clay, hand 
axe, flakes, and one potsherd; recorded in 1940 
Ineligible; presumed 





Prehistoric site on sand rise near river bottom 
consisting of project points, scrapers, and mussel shell; 





Prehistoric village on low sand rise toward river 
bottom, consists of a mano and scrapers; recorded in 
1940 
Undetermined; presumed 





Prehistoric village on low sand rise toward river 
bottom, consists of mussel shell and a few flints; 
recorded in 1940 
Undetermined; presumed 





Prehistoric village on rolling sand rise breaking off 
river bottom, consists of projectile points, 
hammerstones, and mussel shell; recorded in 1940 
Undetermined; presumed 
destroyed due to building 
construction 















Prehistoric surface camp on gentle rise from creek in 
farm and pasture land, consists of arrowheads and an 
abundance of flint chips; recorded in 1941 
Undetermined; presumed 




41DL194 No data available 
Undetermined; presumed 




Prehistoric scatter on edge of gravel pit, consists of 
flakes, shatter, a biface fragment and fire cracked 




41DL242 No data available 
Undetermined; presumed 




41DL243 No data available 
Undetermined; presumed 







Historic-age metal bridge caissons, wooden footer, 
and roadbed/berm 
Ineligible; mostly 




Mid- to late 20th century homestead; recorded in 
1994 
Ineligible; presumed 





Mid- to late 20th century home site with bottle glass, 
window glass, wire nails, fence staples, plastic, 
asphalt shingles, linoleum, and asbestos siding; 







Turn of the 20th century iron bridge with cement 









Commemorates Carrollton’s early African-American 
residents (some formerly slaves); interments date from 
1834 to 1960; marker placed in 2010 
N/A; damaged by 
flooding and erosion 
Historical 
Marker 
Bill and Maude 
Dodson House 
Commemorates the home of Farmers Branch’s first 





Commemorates early 20th Century Korean immigrants 
as well as those who arrived after the Korean War in 
the early 1950s; marker placed in 2009 
N/A 
*Archeological site locations are not for public disclosure; Data Source: THC (2019) 




















Historic Topographic Map and Aerial Imagery Review 
Historic topographic maps and aerial imagery were also reviewed to examine how the project locales and 
surrounding areas have been used over time. Reviewed materials include historic topographic maps from 
the years 1891, 1893, 1925, 1931, 1938, 1949, 1954, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1963, 1966, 1968, 1969, 
1973, 1974, 1981, 1982, 1986, 2012, and 2016 (National Environmental Title Research [NETR] 2019; 
USGS 2019b) and aerial imagery from the years 1958, 1968, 1972, 1979, 1981, 1989, 1995, and 
2001 through 2018 (Google Earth Pro 2019; NETR 2019).  
The earliest topographic maps reviewed (Dallas 1891 and 1893) show the area as mostly undeveloped, 
with the communities of Farmers Branch, Carrollton, and Trinity Mills shown a few miles to the east and west, 
respectively, and major roads and railroads only. Details of the APE begin to appear on the maps from 
the 1950s, when individual structures, cemeteries, roads, pipelines, and gravel pits are presented. Over 
the years, old gravel pits are depicted as ponds or lakes. The APE remained mostly undeveloped, although 
heavy utilization of the area for gravel mining was very apparent until the late 1970s and 1980s when 
commercial and residential activities began to expand into the area near the APE (NETR 2019; USGS 
2019b). 
The available aerial imagery very closely mirrors the reviewed topographic maps. The earliest aerial 
imagery (1958) shows the general area as undeveloped, with some agricultural and mining activities 
occurring. Subsequent images show little development in the APE, but heavy utilization and urban expansion 
around the APE (Google Earth Pro 2019; NETR 2019). 
Much of the project corridor has been impacted by the construction of roads, buildings, and other structures, 
channelization of several of the nearby creeks and tributaries, and historic and modern gravelling 
operations (gravel pits). Intact archeological materials are not expected to be present at shallow depths 
within the project corridor, however, deeply buried archeological materials or deposits could be present 
in the surrounding Holocene-age soils. Archeological survey was not recommended for the entire D9 
pipeline installation. However, should the depths of the installation extend deeper into previously 
unexcavated soil matrix (in either bore pits or in open-cut excavations) where the potential for intact 
archeological materials or deposits may exist, archeological survey or monitoring may be required or 
recommended. This is particularly true in those areas along the corridor where either state or federal 
review or jurisdiction would occur that would trigger either the Antiquities Code or Section 106. 
Based on the above information, 9 of the 15 open-cut areas along the D9 replacement corridor were 
recommended for intensive survey with the remainder of the corridor subjected to pedestrian survey and 
photo-documentation only. 
Most of the buildings and structures in and adjacent to the project corridor are modern industrial, 
commercial, and residential in nature and no structures or buildings are located directly within the open-
cut portions of the corridor. Therefore, no architectural survey was recommended or conducted.  
  
  





4.0 Research Goals and Methods  
Purpose of the Research 
The present investigation was carried out to accomplish three major goals: 
1. To identify all historic and prehistoric archeological resources located within the APE. 
2. To perform a preliminary evaluation of the identified resources’ potential for inclusion in the NRHP 
and/or for listing as a SAL (typically performed concurrently); and 
3. To make recommendations about the need for further research concerning the identified resources 
based on the preliminary NRHP/SAL evaluation and with guidance on methodology and ethics from 
the THC and the Council of Texas Archeologists (CTA). 
In order to determine the presence of historic properties an APE is first delineated. The APE is the area in 
which direct impacts to historic properties may occur. Within the APE, resources are evaluated to determine 
if they are eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, and to determine the presence of any properties that are 
already listed on the NRHP. To determine if a property is significant, cultural resource professionals and 
regulators evaluate the resource using these criteria: 
…The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture 
is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, material, workmanship, feeling, and association and 
a. that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history; or 
b. that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 
c. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction; or 
d. that have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history (36 CFR 60.4). 
Note that significance and NRHP eligibility are determined by two primary components: integrity and one 
of the four types of association and data potential listed under 36 CFR 60.4(a-d).  The criterion most often 
applied to archeological sites is the last—and arguably the broadest—of the four; its phrasing allows 
regulators to consider a broad range of research questions and analytical techniques that may be brought 
to bear (36 CFR 60.4[d]). 
Occasionally, certain resources fall into categories which require further evaluation using one or more of 
the following Criteria Considerations. If a resource is identified and falls into one of these categories, the 
Criteria Considerations listed below may be applied in conjunction with one or more of the four National 
Register criteria listed above: 




a. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic distinction or 
historical importance, or 
b. A building or structure removed from its original location, but which is significant primarily for 
architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly associated with a historic 
person or event, or 
c. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no other 
appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her productive life, or 
d. A cemetery which derives its primary significance from graves of persons of transcendent 
importance, from age, from distinctive design features, or from association with historic events, 
or 
e. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and presented in 
a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other building or structure 
with the same association has survived, or 
f. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic value has 
invested it with its own historical significance, or 
g. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional importance (36 
CFR 60.4). 
Resources that are listed in the NRHP or are recommended eligible are treated the same under Section 
106 and are generally treated the same at the state level as well. 
After cultural resources within the APE are identified and evaluated, effects evaluations are completed to 
determine if the proposed project has no effect, no adverse effect, or an adverse effect on these resources. 
Effects are determined by assessing the impacts that the proposed project will have on the characteristics 
that make the property eligible for listing in the NRHP as well as its integrity. Types of potential adverse 
effects considered include physical impacts, such as the destruction of all or part of a resource; property 
acquisitions that adversely impact the historic setting of a resource, even if built resources are not directly 
impacted; noise and vibration impacts evaluated according to accepted professional standards; changes 
to significant viewsheds; and cumulative effects that may occur later in time. If the project will have an 
adverse effect on cultural resources, measures can be taken to avoid, minimize, or mitigate this adverse 
effect. In some instances, changes to the proposed project can be made to avoid adverse effects. In other 
cases, adverse effects may be unavoidable, and mitigation to compensate for these impacts will be 
proposed and agreed upon by consulting parties.  
Rules of practice and procedure for the evaluation of cultural resources as SALs and/or for listing on the 
NRHP, which is also explicitly referenced at the state level, are detailed at 13 TAC 26. An archeological 
site identified on lands owned or controlled by the State of Texas may be of sufficient significance to allow 
designation as a SAL if at least one of the following criteria applies: 
1. the site has the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the prehistory and/or history 
of Texas by the addition of new and important information;  
2. the site's archeological deposits and the artifacts within the site are preserved and intact, 
thereby supporting the research potential or preservation interests of the site;  
3. the site possesses unique or rare attributes concerning Texas prehistory and/or history;  




4. the study of the site offers the opportunity to test theories and methods of preservation, thereby 
contributing to new scientific knowledge;  
5. the high likelihood that vandalism and relic collecting has occurred or could occur, and official 
landmark designation is needed to insure [sic] maximum legal protection, or alternatively 
further investigations are needed to mitigate the effects of vandalism and relic collecting when 
the site cannot be protected (13 TAC 26.8). 
Survey Approach and Methods 
CMEC conducted an intensive survey under 13 TAC 26.14 using the definitions in 13 TAC 26. Field methods 
and strategies complied with the requirements of 13 TAC 26.20, as elaborated by the THC and the Council 
of Texas Archeologists (CTA). 
Pedestrian survey augmented with shovel testing was conducted along the proposed corridor. Shovel tests 
were excavated as allowed by compaction and hardness of the deposits and as warranted by local ground 
surface conditions. All shovel tests were excavated in natural levels to subsoil or 31.5 inches (80 
centimeters), whichever was encountered first. Excavated matrix was screened through 0.25-inch (0.635-
centimeter) hardware cloth as allowed by moisture and clay content, which may require that the removed 
sediment be crumbled/sorted by hand, trowel, and/or shovel point. Deposits were described using 
conventional texture classifications and Munsell color designations. In the area around each shovel test 
containing cultural material, shovel tests would have been placed at 16-foot (5-meter) intervals in each 
primary cardinal direction until two negative units were established in each direction, as allowed by project 
limits, observed disturbance, and other constraints. Deviations from THC and CTA standards were explicitly 
justified.  
Geotechnical logs taken for this project were examined to better understand the intactness of the 
underlying Holocene-age sediments or soil horizons with potential for buried archeological deposits in 
order to determine whether mechanical trenches would be necessary prior to construction. Trenching would 
also be dependent on whether field observations confirm that they are logistically feasible based on 
drainage, disturbance, utility lines, and other constraining factors.  
The probability of encountering human remains was considered extremely low. However, if burials had 
been found during any aspect of this investigation (shovel testing and/or mechanical trenching), Atmos and 
the City (if it applies) would have been notified immediately, and all requirements of 8 Texas Health and 
Safety Code 711 followed.  
The project was located on privately- and publicly-owned land. If, for any reason, access was not available 
at the time of the survey, a reasonable and good faith effort was made to document inaccessible areas 
from accessible areas for the purposes of the present permit. The permit would then be closed (assuming 
all work products and submittals meet THC/CTA requirements) and, if necessary, an additional permit 
application would be submitted at a future date when any remaining land becomes accessible.  
All artifacts identified in shovel tests and/or surface contexts would have been noted, described, 
photographed, and returned to their original contexts. Any site recorded during the investigation would 
have been identified by a temporary marker placed on the site. The marker would have an identifying 
number in the form of the initials of the CMEC employee who recorded the site, followed by a consecutively 
assigned number that will indicate the order in which the sites were discovered (e.g., BL-01, BL-02, etc.). 
This number is a temporary field number to be superseded by a formal site trinomial obtained following 




the completion of fieldwork (see below). Site designations would have been applied only to features 
(whether surface or subsurface) that appeared to represent occupation or activity areas and/or to clusters 
of artifacts (whether surface or subsurface) with the minimum threshold of two contiguous positive shovel 
test units.  
CMEC personnel kept a complete record of field notes with observations including (but not limited to) 
identified sites, cultural materials, location markers, contextual integrity, estimated time periods of 
occupations, vegetation, topography, hydrology, land use, soil exposures, general conditions at the time of 
the survey, and field techniques employed. The field notes were supplemented by digital photographs. 
Reporting and Curation 
Relevant field observations for any new sites discovered during these investigations would have been 
transferred to TexSite forms and submitted to Texas Archeological Research Laboratory for official 
recording and integration into the trinomial system. An analysis of recorded materials and site 
characteristics will be performed, and the results presented in a clear and concise manner. This data would 
have been used to formulate a preliminary evaluation of the NRHP and/or SAL eligibility of each site, as 
well as a recommendation for further work or no further work, supported by explicit justifications (13 TAC 
26.3; 13 TAC 26.10; 13 TAC 26.16). Data, sites recorded, and NRHP/SAL eligibility assessments were 
presented in a standard draft survey report to be submitted to Atmos, the Cities, and THC for review and 
comment. All materials and forms generated by this project, as well as 15 copies of the public version of 
the report, will be made available to future researchers through curation at the Center for Archeological 
Studies at Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas per 13 TAC 26.16 and 26.17. 
  






Based on the results of the desktop review, 9 of the 15 open-cut areas received intensive archeological 
survey and pedestrian examination of in the remaining project area on 23 October 2019 (Figures 4a–
4e). From the southern terminus, the project area begins at Farmers Branch and parallels the existing natural 
gas pipeline in the City of Farmers Branch. The northern terminus is located in an alley immediately east of 
Magnolia Drive in a dense residential setting in Carrollton. A total of 17 shovel tests were excavated along 
the project area where open-cut installation methods will be utilized, in areas where ground visibility was 
less than 30 percent or conditions were more favorable for the preservation of cultural material or intact 
cultural deposits. The open-cut areas were marked 1 to 15, with Open-cut area 1 located at the northern 
end and Open-cut area 15 at the southern end of the project alignment; locations proposed for trenchless 
(directional boring) installation at all waterways and roadway crossings are also labeled from north to 
south. All results are shown in Figures 4a–4e and described in Table 4. 
The northern terminus of both the project area and Open-cut area 1 is located an in an alley within a 
residential area in the City of Carrollton. The entire Open-cut area 1 was disturbed from residential 
development with only ornamental vegetation observed (Figure 5). The same residential disturbance 
continued into Open-cut area 2 extending south to Cambridge Drive north of Furneaux Creek. No shovel 
tests were excavated in Open-cut areas 1 or 2 due to the excessive disturbances, lack of archeological 
potential, and lack of cultural material or features present. The area transitioned into commercial properties 
in Open-cut area 3 into a concrete distribution center parking lot with mowed grass bank (Figures 6 and 
7). Additionally, a new road running east/west was recently completed crossing a small drainage at the 
south end of Open-cut area 3 (Figure 8). A single shovel test, BL01, was excavated in what appeared to 
be a minimally disturbed mowed yard. However, the shovel test demonstrated disturbed mottled clay at 
the surface with no cultural features observed.  
The project area entered another bore location that extends from an area of water-filled old gravel pits 
northeast of IH 35 to the southwest side of the southbound lanes of IH 35 and did not require shovel testing. 
Open-cut area 4 began south of IH 35 in a wooded area with 0 to 20 percent ground visibility (Figure 9). 
Vegetation included mulberry, Chinese tallow, pecan, American elm, bois d’ arc, and green ash. Shovel 
tests BL02 and BL03 were excavated between IH 35 and an unnamed city-owned road immediately north 
of the old Sandy Lake Park. Both shovel tests exhibited sand to a depth of 100 centimeters below surface 
and were negative for cultural material. South of the unnamed city-owned road shovel test BL04 was 
excavated in a mowed section just south of the unnamed city-owned road and at the edge of old Sandy 
Lake Park (Figure 10). The shovel test was negative for cultural material and contained mottled clay from 
the surface to 45 centimeters below surface. The remainder of Open-cut area 4 was not surveyed due 
disturbances within the old Sandy Lake Park that included land clearing and long-term use as a public 
recreation facility, such as construction of buried utilities, amusement rides, picnic areas, shelters, and other 
amenities. On the south side of the park, Sandy Lake Road will be bored and was not surveyed.  
South of Sandy Lake Road, Open-cut area 5 extends south to Luna Road and is the longest section of the 
open-cut areas. The project area largely follows a gravel road that is adjacent to a commercial plant to 
the east and a channelized creek to the west. Ground visibility ranged from 10 to 90 percent with thick 
brushy vegetation on the west side of the road/corridor along the creek and very sparse vegetation on 
the east side adjacent to the commercial plant (Figures 11 and 12). Additionally, the existing pipeline 
























corridor and sections of a water line are buried on the east side of the gravel road. A gravel quarry was 
located at the southern end of Open-cut area 5, leaving a pillar of soil showing the stratigraphy of the 
original ground surface (Figure 13); the pillar indicates extensive disturbances. Wetlands were also located 
to the east and west of the gravel road immediately north of the gravel quarry. A total of 10 shovel tests, 
BL05 through BL14, were excavated east and west of the gravel road yielding mottled clay from the 
surface intermixed with gravels; all of these shovel tests ranged from 20 to 45 centimeters below surface 
(see Table 4). No cultural material was observed subsurface on the surface. 









Dark brown (7.5YR3/2) clay with 10% brown (7.5YR5/4) clay and 20% 
yellowish red (5YR4/6) clay 







Dark brown (10YR3/3) sandy loam 
Brown (10YR4/3) sandy loam 
Light brown (7.5YR6/4) sand 






Brown (7.5YR4/3) sandy loam with 20% strong brown (7.5YR4/6) sandy loam 
Brown (7.5YR5/4) sand 
Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4) sand 
N/A 
BL04 










Brown (7.5YR4/2) clay with 20% dark brown (7.5YR3/2) clay 





Brown (7.5YR4/2) clay  
Brown (7.5YR4/3) clay with 25% brown (7.5YR5/4) Clay and 20% gravels 
N/A 
BL08 
0–40 Dark brown (7.5YR3/2) clay with 10% degraded sandstone and a disturbed 
strong brown (7.5YR4/6) clay section in the west wall of shovel test 
N/A 
BL09 











Reddish brown (5YR5/4) sandy clay with 20% light reddish brown (5YR6/4) 
sandy clay 












Reddish brown (5YR4/3) sandy clay with 10% yellowish red (5YR4/6) clay 






Dark brown (7.5YR3/2) clay with 2% gravels 












Brown (7.5YR4/3) compact sandy clay 





Brown (7.5YR4/3) compact sandy clay 
Very dark gray (7.5YR3/1) compact sandy clay 
N/A 





Figure 5. Northern terminus in Open-cut area 1; view to the south/southeast. 
 
Figure 6. Project area in distribution center in Open-cut area 3; view to the southwest. 





Figure 7. Open-cut area 3 showing existing pipeline corridor; view to the northeast. 
 
Figure 8. New road disturbance at south end of Open-cut area 3; view to the east. 





Figure 9. Beginning of Open-cut area 4 southwest of IH 35 southbound lanes; view to the northeast. 
 
Figure 10. Unnamed city-owned road north of Sandy Lake Park; view to the west. 





Figure 11. Near shovel test BL07 in Open-cut area 5; view to the south. 
 
Figure 12. Near shovel test BL13 in Open-cut area 5; view to the north. 
 





Figure 13. Pillar of soil in gravel quarry in Open-cut area 5 with possible West Fork paleosol remnant near base; view 
to the west. 
A majority of the remaining open-cut areas were disturbed largely from commercial development, though 
residential apartments were located near the southern end of the project area. Open-cut areas 6 through 
14 were predominately located near commercial developments, with disturbances including concrete 
parking lots, commercial buildings, buried utilities, and road construction and maintenance (Figures 14–
16). A previously unknown landfill was observed in Open-cut area 7, south of the Luna Road and Beltline 
intersection (Figures 17 and 18). The old landfill was identified by the inspection ports located at the 
boundaries and information from the local landman working with Atmos; the geotechnical sampling crew 
also encountered the landfill in core sample 12 and ceased drilling. No shovel tests were excavated in any 
of these extensively disturbed open-cut areas and no cultural materials or features were observed.  
Open-cut area 15, located at the south end of the corridor, consisted of commercial and residential 
disturbances with a single, minimally disturbed, undeveloped, and mowed field near the APE’s southern 
terminus. The northern end of this open-cut area along Hutton Drive was under commercial development. 
Shovel test BL15 was excavated at the northern end of this development; this shovel test contained shallow 
clay extending to 10 centimeters below surface underlain by heavy gravels (Figure 19). The Brickyard 
Apartment complex covers much of the southern end of Open-cut area 15 with the pipeline route currently 
buried in the manicured front lawn of the complex (Figure 20).  
 









Figure 15. Open-cut area 13 near Diplomat Drive; view to the north. 
 










Figure 17. Old landfill in Open-cut area 7 south of Beltline and east of Luna Road; view to the north. 
 









Figure 19. Open-cut area 15 showing construction/development south of Valley View Lane; view to the northwest. 
 






Figure 20. Open-cut area 15 in Brickyard Apartments property; view to the south. 
The southernmost terminus of Open-cut area 15 was in a mowed field with hay bales adjacent to a berm 
adjacent-west of Farmers Branch. Vegetation within the mowed field was only a few inches tall at the time 
of the survey allowing for ground visibility at 10 to 30 percent. Shovel tests BL16 and BL17 were excavated 
in the mowed hay field yielding compact sandy clay to 45 centimeters below surface. No cultural materials 
were observed on the ground surface or in the shovel tests, and gravels were generally absent from surface 
soils (Figures 21).   
Geotechnical Core Sampling 
An assessment of the geologic potential for archeological deposits within the Late Quaternary alluvium, 
particularly the Holocene-age Pilot Point alluvium found in the upper Trinity River basin, was developed 
by Dr. Reid Ferring at the University of North Texas. Ferring identified and formalized several alluvial-
stratigraphic units and buried soils that could have potential for archeological deposits (Ferring 1986, 
1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1994, 1995; Ferring and Yates 1997). Over the years, a number of archeological 
studies (e.g., Abbott 2011; Caran 2000; Cliff et al. 1998, 1999; Frederick et al. 2006; Shanabrook et al. 
2012) have found that archeological materials could be buried and preserved as deep as 6 meters (20 
feet) within the West Fork paleosol found in Pilot Point alluvium. The West Fork paleosol is described as an 
over-thickened, very dark gray, cumulic soil that serves as a prominent stratigraphic marker within the 









Figure 21. Southern terminus of Open-cut 15 area in hay field and adjacent to Bore 15 west of Farmers Branch (actual 
end of project corridor); view to the north. 
 
Geotechnical logs (labeled 2376-BH1 through 24 on Figures 4a–4e) taken for this project were examined 
to better understand the nature of underlying Holocene-age sediments or soil horizons with potential for 
buried archeological deposits in order to determine whether mechanical trenches would be necessary prior 
to construction. A select number of core samples taken along the corridor where buried terraces or 
floodplain sediments were thought to be intact were chosen by the Principal Investigator to be physically 
examined and photographed. Thanks to Rami Ksaibati and Marcus Behnke of CCI and Associates, this 
examination was possible without disrupting the sampling schedule.  
Overall, it appears that there is a lack of the West Fork paleosol within the project corridor. This may be 
based on the fact that the field logs were recorded at somewhat gross levels of sediment change rather 
than at smaller and discrete changes within the sample. Also, there are slight gaps between each recorded 
core pull (Appendix A).  
Based on their locations and a careful examination of historic-age topographic maps and aerial 
photographs, core samples BH1, BH14, BH17, BH20, BH23, and BH24 were chosen for physical 
examination (see Figures 4a, 4c–4e). Only the top 12 to 15 feet were examined since human occupation 
within the West Fork paleosol would not be expected at lower depths. The results of this examination are 








Table 5. Selected Geotechnical Core Sample Examination Results 
BH # Depths (ft [cm]) Location/Descriptions 
BH1 
0.5–2 (15–61 cm)  
On a terrace above Furneaux Creek; black (10YR 2/1) to very dark gray 
(10YR 3/1) with < 5% gravel and some rootlets 
4.5–6 (137–183 cm) Brown (10YR 4/3) clay with chalky gravels 
8.5–10 (259–305 cm) 
Gray (10YR 5/1 and brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) mottled clay with 
desiccated shale, calcium carbonates, and small gravels. 
BH14 
0.5–2 (15–61 cm) On low terrace adjacent to Hutton Branch; disturbed 
4.5–6 (137–183 cm) Brown (10YR 4/3) silty clay with very pale brown (10YR 7/3) compact sand 
8.5–10 (259–305 cm) Grayish brown (10YR 5/2) sandy clay, wet 
13.5–15 (411–457 cm) 
Grayish brown (10YR 5/2) with pale brown (10YR 6/3) mottled sandy clay 
and gray (10YR 6/1) clay, some redux  
BH17 
0.5–2 (15–61 cm) 
On similar terrace above Hutton Branch further downstream; Very dark gray 
(10YR 3/1) clay 
4.5–6 (137–183 cm) 
Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) with rootlets at top and black (10YR 2/1) 
clay with filament-like calcium carbonates at bottom (possible West Fork 
paleosol) 
8.5–10 (259–305 cm) Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay, wet 
13.5–15 (411–457 cm) 
Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) to brown (10YR 4/3) sandy clay with < 2% 
calcium carbonates 
BH20 
0.5–2 (15–61 cm) 
In original floodplain of Cooks Branch; black (10YR 2/1) clay with chalk and 
<1% calcium carbonates 
4.5–6 (137–183 cm) Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay 
8.5–10 (259–305 cm) Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay with to brown ((10YR 4/3) silty clay mottles 
13.5–15 (411–457 cm) Very dark brown (10YR 2/2) clay 
18.5–20 (564–609 cm) Grayish brown (10YR 5/3) to brown (10YR 5.3) sandy clay, wet 
BH23 
0.5–2 (15–61 cm) 
In original floodplain of Rawhide Creek; pale brown (10YR 6/3) sandy clay 
with (10YR 5/2) mottles; disturbed 
4.5–6 (137–183 cm) Brown (10YR 5/3) sandy clay with gravels 
8.5–10 (259–305 cm) Black (10YR 2/1) sticky clay (possible West Fork paleosol) 
13.5–15 (411–457 cm) 
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) clay with yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) mottles 
and calcium carbonates 
18.5–20 (564–609 cm) 
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) clay with yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) mottles 
and chalk gravel 
BH24 
0.5–2 (15–61 cm) In floodplains of Rawhide Creek and Farmers Branch; disturbed 
4.5–6 (137–183 cm) Construction sand; disturbed 
8.5–10 (259–305 cm) 
Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) very sandy clay with light brownish gray (10YR 
6/2) mottles 
13.5–15 (411–457 cm) Desiccated shale and gravel 
 
In only two of the core samples examined did possible West Fork remnants occur, and possibly seen in the 
soil column observed in the gravel quarry area in the Open-cut area 5 (see Figure 13). The stratum 
containing dark, clay-rich with some calcium carbonates noted in BH17 and BH23 occurs at the correct 
depths and the column of soil left in the gravel quarry in Open-cut area 5 may also indicate that there 
may well be remnants of the paleosol, but only in some areas. As also noted in previous studies, the paleosol 
has been cross-cut and truncated in many areas within the river’s floodplain. Since there is no extensive 
evidence of intact West Fork paleosol or paleosol remnants throughout the project corridor, no mechanical 
trenching is recommended. 
  





6.0 Summary and Recommendations  
On 23 October 2019, an intensive archeological survey augmented with shovel testing was conducted in 
order to evaluate potential archeological impacts associated with the proposed construction of the Atmos 
D9 natural gas pipeline replacement in Dallas and Denton Counties, Texas. The project area covered 
approximately 7.0 miles (11.3 kilometers). The entire project area was subjected to either a pedestrian 
survey in designated bore areas or intensive survey augmented with selective shovel testing units at 
locations with minimal disturbance in designated open-cut areas.  
The setting for the proposed project area lies within heavily disturbed urban areas along roads and 
residential and commercial segments and developments with minimally disturbed sections in the wooded 
segments or mowed fields. In total, 17 shovel tests were excavated, all of which were negative for cultural 
materials; no surface materials were observed throughout the corridor.  
The examination of geotechnical logs and selective core samples also indicated extensive disturbances to 
varying depths along the corridor. In addition, no conclusive evidence of the West Fork paleosol was 
encountered in any of the core samples taken. Mechanical trenching was originally recommended only if 
intact buried soils with a potential for buried archeological deposits were indicated and circumstances were 
logistically possible. This is not the case, and the actual depth of pipeline installation has yet to be 
determined. With this in mind, no mechanical trenching is recommended.  
No evidence was found of preserved deposits with a high degree of integrity; associations with distinctive 
architectural and material culture styles; rare materials and assemblages; the potential to yield data 
important to the study of preservation techniques and the past in general; or potential attractiveness to 
relic hunters (13 TAC 26.10; 36 CFR 60.4). No further investigation is recommended prior to the 
replacement installation of the 20-inch (50.8-centimeter) natural gas D9 pipeline. However, if any 
unanticipated cultural materials or deposits are found at any stage of clearing, preparation, or construction, 
the work should cease in that area and THC personnel should be notified immediately. During evaluation 
of the finds and coordination with the THC, clearing, preparation, and/or construction could continue in any 
other areas along the corridor where no such deposits or materials are observed. 
Although no archeological materials were collected, all notes, photographs, administrative documents, and 
other project data generated from this project will be housed at the Center for Archeological Studies at 
Texas State University per TAC 26.16 and 26.17 where they will be permanently available to future 
researchers.  
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